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Let’s first go back to January 2020...



How was Beauty growing online?

UK 8.6%

US 7.5% China 6.3%

India 17%

Japan   
11.6%

Brazil 6.8%

France 
10.4%

Germany 
11.3%

Italy
 9%

Source:  Jan-Dec 2019, Google Query Search Growth,
 Beauty 



Source: Google/Kantar TNS Connected Beauty Consumer 2018. 
Aggregation of engagement in specific moments across online and offline touchpoints.
Base n=5,622. 

Discover Understand Compare Consider Buy Use

The moment of purchase was still predominantly 
in-store

Offline

Online

50%

25%

75%



We were expecting...

Online sales to 
grow at 12% YoY 
2020 and 30% sales 
will come from 
Online channels by 
2023

Millennials and 
Gen Zers

40% percent of 
their purchases 

online



Online beauty shopping and 
discovery is more convenient 

and limitless in terms of 
possibilities. But how can you 

bring the tangible experience 
from the store into digital?

Offline beauty shopping and 
discovery lets you experience 

the products: smell, see, touch, 
and feel. But how can you 

bring the convenience and 
choice from online to stores? 

We were asking ourselves how we could reflect from both 
worlds?



Fast forward to where we are now… only 10 months later



A once in a lifetime digitalisation event

Shopping behaviour changed 
overnight….

75% of consumers have tried 
new shopping behaviours since 
the start of the pandemic

1.5x bigger shopping baskets 
online vs in-store

46% of people say they will 
delay their return to normal 
consumer habits



So how is beauty growing now? 

Source:  March-Sept, Google Query Search Growth,
 Beauty 



Consumer habits continue to evolve

Source: FT.comSource: FT.com



Increase in web traffic 
globally as quarantine 
was put in place

+50%

Increase in YouTube
watch time over the
last month (US)

+27%

People are spending more time online, and media 
consumption is increasing 

Source: Criteo, YouTube Internal Data (US)



Lancome Live Beauty 
Masterclass (in EN and CN)**

March 19th 2020

Even as people physically 
distance themselves, they are 
discovering new connections and 
nurturing relationships

The human response to the new normal is to find 
ways to forge new connections

Tap me to try on Makeup

Source: *Google Consumer Survey - March 20th 2020 - W18-65 interested 
in prestige beauty - N=1000 (US); **YouTube

30% 
of 18-34 prestige 
beauty consumers 
would like digital 
experiences from 
beauty brands like 
virtual try ons, live 
content & 
consultations*
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YouTube AR 
Makeup 
Try-On 
Experience

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTVmr-RP4AY


2020 2019 2018

We’ve gone from “outside 
in” to “inside out”  

Unapologetic real beauty
Dove released a series of ads showcasing 
that ‘courage is beautiful’ as well as ads 
focusing on the real moments of beauty and 
care with vignettes from our real lives.

As we prioritize feeling good, self-care routines are on the rise, 
driven by queries for skin care and personal care routines that 
have settled at elevated levels:

Source: (1) Google Trends Data, Worldwide, January - July 21 2020 vs 2019, 
2018, “Skin Care” (2) Google / C Space qualitative survey activity, June 15-17 
2020, US, UK, MX, BR, DE, FR, IN, n = 648

Confidential & Proprietary - provided under NDA only

Looking good on the outside often led to us 
feeling good on the inside. We aspired to look our 
best for others, and looked to others to get 
inspired.

A pause from the eyes of the outside world has 
now made us reassess. Feeling good has become 
more essential to looking good as sweatpants, 
skin care, and home spas were a welcomed relief 
for many. We became more inspired by our 
values than by others.

The winning brands will be those which help us 
balance the scales to make beauty and care 
worth it both at home and outside.

Say that their beauty and self care routines 
have changed with more time for self care, skin 
care, and incorporating more natural and 
sustainable ingredients.

44%

The Old & Familiar
Looking our best
For others
Inspired by influencers

The New & Exciting
Feeling our best

For me
Inspired by values
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=sQOq0-ODBbc&feature=emb_logo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCpKP3JkDbk


Consumers developed new needs, use new media channels and have 
adopted different shopping behaviors since the COVID-19 Pandemic began. 

Pre-covid we were already seeing an increase in beauty conversion online 
rather than in-store throughout peak. 

Most first time users of online shopping are older than 55 years.

Changed consumer 
behavior

Continuous 
acceleration of 
E-commerce

New audiences are 
going online

To sum it up…. 



The long-term impact of COVID-19 on the 
beauty industry



THE FUTURE OF BEAUTY & FUTURE PROOFING YOUR 
BRAND



Act like a DTC ...even when you’re not



Search volume 
growth, YoY

Bubble size indicates annual 
brand Search volume

Incumbent brands, DTC brands, Hybrid brands
Source: Google Search data (2019-2020), US; Internet Live Stats (2019); Company revenue data

Annual searches /
annual revenue

Benchmark search growth on Google

Lays

Gillette

Quaker

Centrum

L’Oréal
Estee Lauder

Kind
BeautyCounter

Hint Water Soylent

Glossier Everlane Goop

0%

25%

50%

-25%

-50%

Online DTC brands attract a disproportionate 
volume of brand search interest...

What does this 
mean?

Relative to their size, 
DTC brands drive 
more search interest 
and capture more 
growth than 
incumbent brands.

But when incumbent 
brands adopt 
strategies to create 
DTC-like relationships 
with their customers, 
interest levels follow.

Annual search 
volume /annual 

revenue

Neutrogena



LOYALTY

● Simple, curated selection
● Driving discovery

● Leading with mission / 
purpose

● Emphasizing brand story

● Prioritizing customer 
experience

● Winning at 
personalization

● Creating relationships
● Building communities

Authenticity Minimalism Tribalism Personalization
MACRO TRENDS 
FUELING THE 
MOMENTS

HOW DTC BRANDS 
ARE WINNING 
THESE MOMENTS 

DISCOVERY

How are DTC brands winning online consumer engagement?

the

moment

1

believing in 
what I buy

the

moment

2

luxury of 
simplicity

the

moment

3

part of 
something

the

moment

4

feeling
valued
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The believe in what I buy moment
Leading with purpose 
 

Glossier Body Hero Campaign   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQWHoZCC04I


The luxury of simplicity moment 
Curation & discovery 
 



The part of something moment
Creating relationships & building communities

 HOURGLASS Eye-to-Eye Campaign   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnxdnVFOZrY


The feeling valued moment  
Prioritising customer experience & personalisation   
 

Function of Beauty 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjFDeSPUeXU


If growing acquisition, loyalty and scaling internationally 
is your goal, then growing your brand is key

To continue to grow and stand out you need to focus on creating demand for your brand and 
being discoverable in the research stage online

Legacy beauty brands used to 
be focussed on expansion via 

retailers and not DTC

Now these  
brands are focussing on how to 

pivot to DTC as quickly as 
possible, making brand voice 

and awareness even more 
important for everyone



Thank You 


